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Introduction
The following study is comparative analysis of Georgian and international legislation the United
Kingdom (Scotland), the United States of America, Estonia prepared within the framework of a project
– “Research on the Effectiveness of the FOIA Provisions in Georgia”, implemented by the Institute for
Development of Freedom of Information (IDFI).
The project “Research on the Effectiveness of the FOIA Provisions in Georgia” was implemented by
IDFI (March-May, 2012) under the Good Governance in Georgia Program (G3) of the United States
Agency for International Development (USAID).
The goal of the project was to increase the level of transparency and effective governance of the
administrative organs (the Ministry of Justice, Civil Service Bureau, the Competition and State
Procurement Agency, Chamber of Control of Georgia, Government of the Autonomous Republic of
Ajara) through studying the best international practice of access to information and overcoming
shortcomings in this sphere.

Main objective of the project - “Research on the Effectiveness of the FOIA Provisions in
Georgia” was development of accountability and transparency of public sector of Georgia by
studying the best international practices ofinformation accessibility and implementation of
recommendations developed based on the research. For achievement of the aforementioned
goal several tasks have been set.
First and foremost,it was important to study the content of public information published on
the electronic resources ofthe Public Institutions and the form of its publishing . Forthis
reason several targetpublic institutions have been chosen – Ministry of Justice, Public Service
Bureau, Competition and State Procurement Agency, Chamber of Control of Georgia,
Government of Autonomus Republic of Ajara, Ministry of Finance and Economy of
Autonomus Republic of Ajara, Ministry of Labour, Health and Social Careof Autonomus
Republic of Ajara, Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport of Autonomous Republic of
Ajara, Ministry of Agriculture of Autonomus Republic of Ajara.
In the meanwhile,in the frame of the project the stress has beenlaidon learning of the best
international practices of access to public information. Forthis reason the foreign State
Institutions identical to the Georgian targetagencies have been employed. In particular, the
stress was laidon the countries havingbest practices of proactive publication: United States of
America, Great Britain/Scotland and Estonia.
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During the research process of international practices significant modern tendency has been
revealed. In particular, in order to provide transparency and accountability of their activities,
the State agenciesproactively publish information of public interest.IT development enabled
them to make information on their activities more accessible bypublishingdifferent types of
reports, data and information on their official web sites, whichis the most significantelement
in

increasingconfidence of society in public institutions and establishingefficient

communication with citizens. The aforementioned trend is ordinary traditionat international
level. Moreover in some countries this condition is regulated

by legislation at national

level.As aresult of research it became obvious that in case of nearly everyagency the following
information is important to be publishedontheir official websites:
 Detailed information on agency management;
 General contact information;
 Agency structure and description of rule of activities;
 Strategic and action plans;
 Projects and programs;
 Annual and quarterly reports/audits of activities;
 Legal acts;
 Consultations for physical and legal entities;
 Detailed description of access to public information and its requestprocedures;
 Documents proactively published by the agency;
 Detailed information on financial activities and budget of the agency;
 Transperancyof administrative expenses;
 Accessible statistics;
 General information on activities of the agency etc.
Agency competencies and hence the existence of specific information and documents
published onthe website should be taken into consideration. Publication of mentioned type
information onwebsite and, most importantly, its qualityand completepublication is the
mainbasis for assessing accountability, openness, and transparency of the agency.
Research methodology consists of threemaincomponents:


Research of practice of proactive publishing of the target administrative agencies based
on the analysis of public information published ontheir websites;



Study of the official web-resources of international government institutions in order to
reveal the best examples of proactive publishing of information;
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Development of package of recommendations for increasingelectronic transparency of
Georgian public sphere.

Government of Autonomous Republic of Ajara
Introduction
In the case of Autonomous Republic of Ajara the website Scottish Government
(http://home.scotland.gov.uk/home) was chosen in the frame of research and solely by means of
the mainrecommendations have been developed based on the information published on this
website. Such methodology is justified since in both cases we deal with autonomous entities
whichwill make it easierto specifythe information to be published on the website. Also
implementation of services already implementedby Scotland and their realization will be
important for theGovernment of Ajara

1. General information on Public Institution
It is important for the following information to be published onthe website of the
Government of Autonomous Republic: Chair of the Governmentcompetencies/rights-duties
and procedures of his/her assignment approvement provided by the legislation in force,
information on the Head of Governmental Establishment, different historical information on
Government. Information on activities and functions of Government of Autonomous Republic
is appreciated to be published at the website. This will lead to ordinary citizens’ awareness
about the Government activities and fulfilled goals.
In case of the Government of AjaraAutonomous Republic we can only come over the
biographies of the Government Chairman and some Ministers without any competences being
precisely provided.
At the same time the website of Scotland Government provide information on Government
liabilities, aims and competencies. Existence of such information at the website is especially
important in case of the Autonomous Republic, since it is very essential the competences of
Central and Local Governments to be clearly defined.
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Biographical information of the Chairman of the Government of AjaraAutonomous Republic published at the
website.

Information provided at the website of Scotish Government.

As it was mentioned in information on the Chairman of Government and governmental
establishment members the special importance is assigned to specification of the competencies
of each member of Government. At the website of Scottish Government together with the
authorities’ biographies the special area is taken for provision of their liabilities.
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Information on Ministers provided at the Scottish Government website.
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2. Information on activities of Public Institution within their scope of their basic
competencies.
In order to provide proper description of assigned policy and planned events it is important to
provide accessibility to the strategic documents developed by the Government. Unfortunately
these types of documents are published very poorly at the official website of Government of
the Autonomous Republic ofAjara: the challenges facing institutions, goals, objectives, and the
implementation of planned activities are given here. However, the indicators for the whole
strategy evaluation are not described at all.

Official web-site of the Ministry of Finance and Economy of Ajara Autonomous Republic.

Scottish Government’s web –site includes not only the government program for the years of
2011-2012, but the plans for the previous few years. This allows the comparison of priorities
with each other defined by the government during different periods of time.

Governmental programs located on the official web-site of Scotland.
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Strategic aims, tasks, the ways and exact terms for their performance as well as the evaluation
indicators for implemented activities set forth by the government in different spheres, are
given in the mentioned documents.

Strategic aims located on the official web-site of Scotland.A separate page is allocated per each aim.

Government tasks located on the official web-site of Scotland.
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Information existing on the Scottish government web-site concerning the achievement terms of strategic aims.

Activities planned for achieving the government’s one of the strategic aims and their performance indicators
located on the Scottish web-site.
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Also, on the web-site you can find reports on strategic plans performance for the previous
years including the government’s progress tracker which is done on the basis of defined
indicators.

Report on the National Performance Framework on the web-site.

We have a different picture in case of Ajara A/R: you cannot find such reports on the web-site
of the Ajara Government, the Ministry of Finance and Economy. And the official web-site of
the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport presents the activity report in the form of
presentation covering only percentage indicators on performed plans. The narrative
definitions of these indicators are not supported by any document.

Report on the web-site of the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport of Ajara A/R
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The publications reflecting the activities of public agencies are very important. A separate
section is allocated for such documents on Scottish government’s web-site. You can search
hundreds of publications through topics, exact dates of publications and a concrete search
keyword.

Publications Section on the web-site of Scottish Government.

A special space is allocated to bills, legal acts of central and local governments in the section of
publications where you can find detailed information on each of them concerning both their
content and adoption process.
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Legislative projects and laws on the web-site of Scottish Government.

Also, it’s worth mentioning the news section and information layout on it. On the web-site of
Scottish government the news are distributed according to specific issues, which make it easier
to obtain appropriate information. In addition, there is a special section for speeches, official
statements and media briefings. As for the thematic blocks, they include government, statistics
and research sub-categories along with a variety of issues. It’s obvious that such division makes
it easier for the users to obtain information concerning everyday practical as well as research,
statistical and other activities taken by the government. Also, there is News Archive on the
web-site, which provides appropriate information about the activities of the government at a
desired period.
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News Section on the web-site of Scottish Government. The most important functions are placed into the red box.

3. Legal Acts and Rule-Making Activities of Public Agencies.
Given the proactive publication of public information, the existence of database for legal acts on
the web-site is especially important. In case of Scotland, there are A Code of Conduct and A
Guidance on Procedures for members of the Scottish Government and Parliament, Ministers,
which describe the government’s competence, decision-making procedures, interdependence of
the Scottish Parliament, and Ministers and the legislative process description as well as a list of
departmental competencies.
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It also describes the procedures for the appointment of ministers, the role of the actors involved
and the basic principles. Here are the rules and regulations for officials oconcerning the usage of
state financial resources

Legal acts on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

There are only four legal acts represented on the web-site of Ajara A/R:
a) Constitution of Autonomous Republic of Ajara -only the title is given on the web-site
and the document is not loaded;
b) Constitution of Georgia-goes to the address of the Constitution of 1995 located on the
web-site of the Georgian Parliament;
c) Law on Government-the Law effective from 2004 is given;
d) Government Regulation-the document is not attached.
In case of ministries, the legal documents are attached by the Ministry of Labour, Health and
Social Care, Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport and and Ministry of Agriculture of
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Autonomous Republic of Ajara. Such acts are not located on the web-site of the Ministry of
Finance and Economy of Ajara A/R.

Legal documents on the web-site of the Ministry of Labour, Health and Social CareAjara A/R.
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Legal documents on the web-site of the Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport of Ajara A/R.
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Legal documents on the web-site of the Ministry of Agriculture of Ajara A/R.

4. Information about the Activities of Public Agencies in the Field of Basic
Competence.
Access to information about procedures related to government activities increases its
transparency. In this regard, it’s worth mentioning the guide about decision-making
procedures presented on the Scottish Government’s website. It describes in detail the structure
19

of the decision-making process, defines the role of each agency including the role of the
government's head in this process. The guide covers the procedures for developing the Cabinet
agenda, a list of Cabinet Sub-Committees, describes the nature of their work and provides
other important information as well.

Information concerning the Structure of the Guide about Decision-Making Procedures on the web-site of the
Scottish Government.

Also, it’s desirable to locate the information about the governmental meetings and the issues
discussed on the web-site.
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In case of the Government of Ajara Autonomous Republic, such information is observed only
on the official web-site of the Ministry of Healthcare and Social Welfare, where you can find
information about the meetings held, issues discussed and the decisions reached.
Unfortunately, the other governmental web-sites fail to provide similar information.

Information about the meetings on the web-site of the Ministry of Ministry of Labour, Health and

Social Careof Ajara A/R.
In case of the Scottish Government, here we have the dates of sub-committee meetings, the
specification of discussed issues, annual reports of committee meetings showing a list of the
meetings held during the year and the review of discussed issues and debates.
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Annual report of committee meetings on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

There is an information about cabinet advisers on the web-site, specifying their full names,
activities, issues they are responsible to give recommendations.
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Information about Special Advisers on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

Besides, the following information concerning the special advisors’ visits is represented: the
time of their visits, host organization or donor, costs incurred for services and even the type of
service provided for advisors.

Information about the visits of Special Advisers on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

It’s very important if the information about the costs related to different events and activities
is public and this is a general practice. We can find the following information on the web-site:
1. Summer Cabinet Costs – provides information according to years, costs of Summer
Cabinet meetings with people in different regions;
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Information about the Costs of Summer Cabinet Programme on the web-site of the Scotish Government.

2. Ministerial gifts valued at £ 140 or above according to years – with details about
persons who give as well as receive the gift, issuance date, nature of gift and its type;
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Information about the Ministerial Gifts on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

3. A list of First Minister’s (head of government) meetings, interviews, dinners –
including exact dates of meetings for the last years, also full names of persons whom
the minister meets with;

Information about Ministerial Engagements on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

4. Ministerial engagements – information covers planned and accomplished activities as
well as archive of similar activities.
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Information about Ministerial Engagements on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

It’s especially important that the web-site information provides remuneration of the Scottish
Government staff. It includes names and surnames, job title and salary for civil servants. In
order to ensure a high quality transparency, a special web-resource was created where the
complete information about the activities, budget spending and other issues of all executive
organs of the Great Britain government has been concentrated according to topics.
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Information about Staff salaries on the web-site of the Scottish Government.
Web crossing button to- data.gov.uk - is yellowed.

In case of Ajara A/R, information about the disposal of budget funds is completely absent or
this information is scarce, unfortunately. Web-sites of the Ministries provide approved budget,
which covers mainly the following figures:
1. Services, goods, labor remuneration, costs;
2. Non-financial assets;
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3. Liabilities;
4. Staff number in an agency;
5. Subsidies.
The exeption is the Ministry of Labour, Health and Social Careof Ajara A/R, which
provides a detailed report on budget execution on its official web-site.

Budget of 2012 of the Ministry of Agriculture of Ajara A/R.
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5. Staffing of a Public Agency.
It’s very important to have information about employment and internships on the web-site of
a public agency. In case of the Scottish Government, it has a separate section for vacancies
where any user can get information about the government and its activities, benefits of public
work, qualification requirements for candidates, description of filing procedures for vacancies.

Information about Employment Perspectives, procedures and requirements on the web-site of the Scottish
Government.

Besides, sub-section contains information about remuniration, pensions, trainings and
working schedule.
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Information about the work conditions on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

And the most important consideration is that the web-site provides search system forvacancies
according

to

regions

and

cities,

professions,

rates

and

salaries.
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Vacancy Search System on the Web-site of the Scottish Government.

6. Functioning of a Public Agency, which Aims at Ensuring the Rights, Freedoms
and Legal Interests of Physical and legal Entities.
One of the basic indicators of the openness and transparency of a public agency is the
existance of a separate section for the freedom of information on a web-site.Freedom of
information is introduced separately on the web-site of the Scottish Government. It provides
basic principles of information openness policy and appropriate legislation (Freedom of
information (Scotland) Act).
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Normative Acts Related to Freedom of Information on the web-site of the Scottish Government.
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Besides, you can find the full name, position and contact requisites of a public servant who is
responsible for providing access to public information.

Information about Contact Requisites of the Scottish Information Commissioner on the web-site of the Scottish
Government.

There is a detailed guide on the web-site of the Scottish Government concerning the
procedures of public information request including the rules that should be considered during
the filling out application forms, fees, terms, the rules of appeal in case of refusal.
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Information about the Request of Public Information on the web-site of the Scottish Government

Along with practically necessary general information, the web-site provides the possibility to
get public information proactively published in different periodsof time. Besides, material
subscription service is available as well (so-called RSS).
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Materials proactively published on the web-site of the Scottish Government according to years. Material
Subscription service is yellowed.

In view of achieving an efficient provision of the access to public information, the
governmental agencies frequently conduct trainings and various types of training courses for
their employees.There are special guides and materials available on the official web-site of the
Scottish government intended for public servants. In its turn, it simplifies the practical
application of procedures and regulation related to freedom of information.

Materials about the freedom of information and agency activity procedures on the web-site of the Scottish
Government.

Also, on the web-site it’s possible to find statistical data related to public information release:
there are annual and quarterly reports on the quantity and type of requested information, sum
of answers. Web-site represents public information registry where you can find all
information requested according to their titles from 2005 up to present, any decision achieved
by the agency, exact dates of information request and release, name of any department being
appealed with such request.
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Annual and Quarterly Reports on public information release on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

Description of information release requirements according to years on the web-site of the Scottish
Government
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7. Accounting and Financial Transactions of a Public Agency
The placement of information related to various financial transactions and expenditures on a
web-site demonstrates the high quality transparency and accountabilityof any Government.
As mentioned above, in case of the Ministries of Ajara A/R, only general budget related
information is attached.
There is a list of expenditures over € 25,000 for the last two years published in the section of
Freedom of Information on the web-site of the Scottish Government including the following
information:
1. Amount paid;
2. A payee’s name;
3. Date paid;
4. Description;
5. Name of a structural unit of the Ministry paying money.

Expenditures of the Scottish Government.

Besides, the web-site provides information about high earners between officials including their
names and surnames, positions, exact amounts of remuniration. Costs related to the activities
already implemented by an agency, are also reflected in different reports.
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Salaries of High Earners on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

8. Mechanisms of Involving Citizens into Activity of a Public Agency.
A special section under the title of “Consultations” on the web-site of the Scottish
Government can be considered as a Citizens’ Involvement Mechanism. It displays the subsections for current, closed and forthcoming consultations. In this way, the Scottish
Government tries to take into account the citizens’considerations and requirements while
planning policy.
The existing problem is determined in the sub-section of current consultations; planned
activities are also described here.
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The Section of Current Consultations on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

Here are the main questions raised around the problemand relevant forms are attached here in
response to them. The questionnaires filled out by interested persons are sent to the person
responsible for a particular issue. The consultation period for each issue is specifiedwithin
which the government receives the opinions of interested persons.
In case of closed consultations, here we can find problem description and activities planned by
the Government. The replies received from the population around the issue are summarized
and the final decision is displayed as well. Such a proactive strategy ensures a high involvement
of citizens in the decision-making process. And the accountability and transparency of the
public institution goes up to a higher level.
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Section of Closed Consultations on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

Also, the web-site provides information about forthcoming consultations, their topics, terms
and the archive of such consultations.

Consultation Schedule on the web-site of the Scottish Government. Yellowed is Archive of Consultations.
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Finally, It should be mentioned that the information about all state agencies and ministries is
concentrated on the web-portal in case of the scottish Government. Despite the stated factor, the
joint web-site along with the common strategy of the government covers separate ministries or
their strategies, objectives, priorities, and activities planned toimplement the said. In addition,
here are some researches carried out in relation of some fields, statistical data, news, programs
approved within the specific objectives, ways necessaryto achieve the goals, funding sources,
program evaluation and monitoring mechanisms, information monitoring committee members
and their meetings.

Space allocated for a Specific Purpose and its information on the web-site of the Scottish Government.
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Special Space allocated for Specific Purposes on the web-site of the Scottish Government.

Information about Programs on the web-site of the Scottish Governement.
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Recommendations
The recommendation package for mentioned Georgian agencies has been elaborated on the
basis of challenges existing in the Georgian reality and research of official web-sites of the
Government of Ajara A/Rand the Ministries on the one hand and on the basis of analysis of
the best foreign practice example on the other hand. These recommendations aim to increase
the level of accountability of the Georgian public space through practical implementation of etransparency.
The gradual implementation of these proposals and recommendations further improves the
level of transparency of the activities carried out by the Government and Ministries of Ajara
in terms of polishing their web-sites. Besides, it will be possible to improve current services as
well as to develop innovative electric services on the official electronic portals.


Description of a Functions of a Public Agency:It’s desirable to attach detailed
information about the functions of all agencies in the section “About Us” on the official
web-sites of Ajara Government and the Ministires, which includes the information
about mission, objectives and authorities of Governmental agencies.This will create the
idea of the citizens about the activities and authorities of all agencies.



Information about a Chief of a Public Agency:It’s desirable to attach information about
the competences, authorities, statements, reports of heads of Ajara Government and
Ministries along with their biographical data on the official web-sites. Also, it is
important to allocate various kinds of publications, documents, memorandums,
addresses, public speech texts related to their activities.


Structure of a Public Agency:It’s desirable to have titles and activity descriptions of
all structural subdivisions of the ministries and their internal structural units on the
web-site, which makes their internal structural and functional hierarchy clearer. In
addition, it is advisable to attach legal documents, terms of reference, description
and other additional informationrelated to their activities in each section of the
structural unit.



Information about Structural Units of a Public Agency:It’s advisable to publish
contact requisites of heads and deputies of all structural subdivisions of the
ministries and their internal structural units on the official web-site:office e-mail,
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reception phone and fax numbers.It’s better if contact information of other servants
is available as well.


Strategic Plan of aPublic Agency:It’s preferable to locate the strategic plan on
official web-sites in view of assessing the achievement of projected goals and
objectives, which will determine the following tasks of government agenciesduring
the number of years:


Main goals;



Activities palnned for achieving goals;



The challenges faced by an agency;



The description of the planned programs and projects - the names of planned
programs / projects, their goals, the program status (for example: "Current"),
their completion and final report submission dates, the name of a structural unit
in charge;



Amount of money necessary for planned programs and projects;



Indicators for measuring the effectiveness of the implementation of planned
programs and projects.

The form of allocation of the mentioned document should be considered together with
its conceptual side on the web - pages. It is advisable to be uploaded according to the
subheadings and in the expanded form, including HTML format and the interested
person should get desired subchapter without downloading the entire document.


Annual Report of a Public Agency:The annual reportsshould be placed about the past
performance of public institutions on the web-sites in order to have access to
information, wherethe implementation of general activities, projects and initiatives are
evaluated. It’s necessary to assess the effectiveness of the projects and their execution
quality in the reports. In addition, it is important to have information about agencies’
budget performances, assets and liabilities, various types of expenses, such as
assignments, transfers. Report should include a number of details:


Public agency’s priorities;



Public agency’s mission, values and goals;



Current year’s plans/tasks;



Achievement indicators;
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Statistical data as well as narrative explanation of implemented projects
throughout the year – assessment of their effectiveness based on pre-defined
indicators. The amount spent on each projec should be specified;



Measures carried out within the competence of public institutions and the
evaluation of the effectiveness of their implementation in practice;



Individual project funding source, the amount of funds spent for specific purposes
of an agency;



Comparison of last two years’ data, trends and reasons for the changes in similar
spendings;



Percentage performance of plans.

Given the international practice, it’s significant to have tradition of annual evaluation
reports of independent auditors,error detections infinancial balances, elaboration of
recommendations and then their proactive disclosure. It is desirable to introduce this
practice in the public space of Georgia. It provides civil, experts and non-governmental
agencies involvement in assessment activities.



Budget of a Public Agency:In order to ensure the transparency of the Governmentof
Ajara and its ministries, it’s important to locate financial transactions and reports on
budget execution on their official web-sites. All projects and events, which has been
implemented, are implementing or are being planned must be named in the document.
Also, here should be specified all types of financial expenses (administrative, personnel
etc.) spent for their execution, financial liabilities, revenues from different operations.
Current initiatives and their implementation reports should be summarized. It is
important to reflect the balance of budget, the exact amount of money spent on various
services. It is important, also, to describe budgetary resources in the document. It is
desirable to give narrative explanations of the financial operations together with
statistical and numerical data in the report.
It’s important, also, to proactivlely publish the following types of information:


Changes in the budget due to unexpected obligations and the sources of funds for
these activities;



Information about the balance of the ministries’ the real estates;



originally requested and finally approved amount of the aassignments;



Funds for various state programs according to specific directions and objectives,
the reasonability of expenditures’distribution.
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It is important to providethe draft budget proposed to the parliament and its
implementation plan on the official web - sites of governmental institutions. In addition,
the draft budget should be attached by the recommendations and comments.



Public

information

Availability/Open

Governance:Modern

indicator

for

the

transparency and accountability of public institutions is the data related to proactively
published public information on the official web-sites. It’s preferable to create separate
pages related to open governance on the web - pagesof public institutions, where
should be placed:
 Detailed information related to the procedures ofpublic information request;
 Freedom of Information Guide, which describes the basic procedures for
requesting the information, dates, fees, an administrative application guidelines,
contact details about the persons responsible for public information and other
information;
 Glossary of terms related to the request of public information or administrative
procedures;
 The question - answer section pertaining to basic procedures and information
access;
 Public information requests in electronic form in order to simplify the
procedures for obtaining public information. It will save both a citizen’s and a
public agency’s time and resources. In this way, thebureaucratic procedures
related to public information provision will be more simplified;
 relevant statistical data about requested, issued and rejected demands. It’s
advisable to locate an interactive map on the web-sites, which helps a user to be
able to compare all statistical data according to years, contents of given answers
and other categories;
 E-reading (database) of public information should be placed on the web-sites
available. Reading (in the database), where proactively published information is
arranged by categories. Their search should be possible by keywords as well as
by dates and topics;
 It’s advisable to locate the following proactivley published information about
the administrative expenditures in the section of proactively published
information database:
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Wage rates and additives ofofficials;



Information about the bonuses received by officials;



Property declarations of officials;



Total expenses of an agency and a detailed description offinancial resources
management;



Travel costs of officials with the specification of the travel time and reliable
reason;



Information about formal meetings, receptions, gift– including the identity of
the visitor, thepurpose of visit, the amount of the expenditure, the type of the
gift.

In general, it is desirable to classify the information published in this section by categories. In
particular, the proactively published information related to any agency’s activities, costs,
priorities, decision-making, and work results will be located separately. to proactively
published data. It’s also preferable to attach search engine for proactivelypublisheddocuments
on the web - pages, where the relevant information is available with the reference to their
types, time of registration, number, department, and any other word.
 The renewable Registry of incoming statementson public information request and
answers should be placed in the same section-electronic Registry of public information
(the content of statements, response status).
 There should be an appropriate sub - division relating to legal proceedings in the
section of public information on the web - sites. It’s desirable to attach electronic forms
for administrative appeal in case of public information refusal.The page you requested
can not satisfy the for public information in Also, it is necessary to describe the
procedure of above-mentioned appeals. In addition, the legal disputes and court
decisions with regard to public information request should also be placed here. In order
to find the information easily, they should be arranged according to themes, and
decision-making date (see Appendix 1).



Publications:It’s desirable to have a section “Publications” on official web-sites of
Ajara A/R and Ministiries where all reports, researches preperaed by all their
strucutural units on issues under their competences are published. It’s better if
different types of reports and research materials is sorted according to cathegories,
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which makes it easy to search desirable information for a user. Statistical data and the
reviews related to their activities can be published here as well.


Section of Public Discussion:In view of implementing effective communication with
the citizens and increasing their involvement level in the activity of individual
agencies, it will be useful for theGovernmentof Ajara and its Ministries the
introduction of relevant platform for electronic communication. Through integration
of mentioned platform, the society will be given a chance to establish direct
interactive relation with the responsible persons of public establishments, voice their
opinions and suggestions, fix current problems.It’s desirable to elaborate report on the
basis of held public discussions, where the issues identified by the society are
summarized by governmental agencies and the ways of their solution are set.



News Section:All public agencies run to use news section on their web-sites for
informing the population about their activities. However, the form of their
introduction and arrangement is also reflected on the possibility for interested persons
to search desired information easily.It’s desirable to classify and cathegorize the
information provided in the news section on the web-sites of theGovernment and
Ministries of Ajara (e. g. Through creating sections for press releases, speeches,
statements).
As far as the information about it’s desirable individual activities concerned, they
should be rankedaccording to implementing

structural units. As a result, news

section will be presented in a unified format as well as according to various structural
units. Also, it is important to separate accordingly the news archive into structures
onthe web - site.
 Staffing of a Public Agency:In order to ensure the transfarency of personnel policy in
public institutions, it’s important to publish various vacancies for public positionson
their

web-sites

including

detailed

description

of

relevant

responsibilities,

qualifications, salary and deadlines for sending application. It should be possible to fill
the application online.
It’s desirable to locate on the web-sites of theGovernment and Ministries of Ajara the
information about current public positions in each agency as well as the detailed
information about existing various positions and responsibilities envisaged under
these positions.
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In addition, it is desirable to find on the electronic resources of the governmental
institutions the information about the benefits, health and social insurance, working
and vacation conditions within the framework of positions. Another important detail
is to have the search engine for jobs on the web - pages. Thus, the user will be able to
find the job in the public agencies through reference of salary amount, position or any
other key word.
At the same time, it is important to find information about internships on the web pages of the Government and the Ministries of Ajara. Internship will be described
here in detail with the necessary qualification requirements and other relevant
information.


Cooperation with Foreign Countries:Given the activities of public agencies, it’s often
important for institutions to use foreign expertise. For this purpose different meetings,
trainings are often held with the cooperation of foreign countries, organizations and
partners. Similar information is, at best, given in the news section of web-sites of the
Government and the Ministries of Ajara. Considering foreign examples, it’s preferable
to present the following information on the web-sites:


Information about visits carried out, their exact dates, host organization;



Information about goals/purposes of meetings;



Relatively detailed description of issues discussed at the meetings;



In case of existence, information about agreements and memorandum
comcluded between the parties;



Information about the results of meetings;



Information about projects and trainings held together with internatinal
organizations;



Information about reports prepared by the international organizations
pertaining to the activity of each agency.



Reports of Independent Organiozations:It’s desirable to establish the practice of
effective assessment of the activities of public agencies by external, non-governmental
actors as well. Research has revealed that several independent organizations once a
year evaluate the effectiveness of the activities of foreign institutions, the accuracy of
financial operations and the quality of objectives set forth.
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Legal Acts:It is desirable to locate legal acts in the section of legal acts on the web-site
of the Government of Ajara, which separatecompetencesand authoritiesof the central
and local governments. Also, it is important to represent individual legal acts,laws,
resolutions, billsrelated to the activities of the government and all Ministries on the
electronic portals.



In addition, in order to facilitate the navigation, search system for legal documents can
be placed on the web-site, which makes it possible to find detailed information about
the contents and dates of the documents.



Guide in Decision-Making Procedure:Taking into account foreign practices, the
activities of theGovernment and Ministries of Ajara will be more transparent in case of
locating the guide in decision-making procedures on the official website - pages. It will
describe in detail the structure of decision-making process, the role of all agencies
including the head of government. In the guide should be placed the information about
the agenda elaboration procedures for the executive government, the nature and
essence of its work.



Government Meetings:Also, it’s desirable to locate information about government
meetings and the issues discussed on the web-sites of the Government and the
Ministries of Ajara. In particular, the Government should specify dates of sessions,
topics discussed. This information should be regularly updated.
In addition, it is desirable to represent reports of government sessions for the last few
years on the electronic resources of the Government and the Ministries, which will
show a list of the meetings held during the last year together with the review of the
issues discussed.



Information Related to Activities:Each public agency should ensure a high level of
transparency through location of the description of a variety of events and activities
conducted by the agencies on their official website - pages including the reasons for
their conduct and their expenditures.
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Annex 1: Institution public information webpage structure sample

Statistical Research on Requests of Public Information
In view of statistically analyzing the performance of the obligation by the target public agencies
as defined in Chapter 3 of the Administrative Code, Institute for Development of Freedom of
Information used its databases in the first place. In 2010-2011 IDFI regularly requested public
information from target agencies. At the same time, in order to conduct a comprehensive
survey,IDFI requested applications submitted for public information requests and their
answersfrom the state institutions for the years of 2009-2012. And there were also requested the
reports of 2009, 2010 and 2011 years on the state of freedon of information prepared by relevant
agencies and sent to the Parliament of Georgia and the President's administrationaccording to
Article 49 of the General Administrative Code (so-called accounts of 10 December).
As a result of the analysis, the statistical analysis of the performance of the obligations envisaged
under Chapter 3 of the General Administrative Code for theGovernment of Ajara, Ministry of
Finance and Economy of AjaraA/R, Ministry of Agriculture of A / R of Ajara, Ministry of Labour,
Health and Social Careof A/R of Ajara, Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports of Ajara A/R,
Ministry of Justice of Georgia, CCG, Civil Service Bureau, Competition and Public Procurement
Agency in recent yearswas carried out.
At the same time, the analysis of mentioned public informationidentified some issues, which
mostly interests the society given the activities of target public agencies.Accordingly, it became
possible to identify a list of issues that are recommended for proactive publication by means of
establishing the most demanded public information.
The analysis of administrative organs’ responsesto public information requests revealed the gaps
that hamper the transparency of target public agencies and their avtivities oriented towards
citizens’ interests.

Research Methodology
Research Description
In view of achieving the above-mentioned goal, the applicationsfor public information requests
sent to 9 public agencies in 2009-2010-2011 years (and in some cases also in 2012 year)were
analyzed within the framework of the project. The project covered both the applications sent
within "Public Information Database" project of IDFI and other applications sent by natural or
legal persons, which were provided by public institutions themselves.

Methods
The analysis includes statistical and qualitative components. There were statistically counted the
number of inquiries received over the years, the importance of the issues, and the quantity of
responses with the protection/violation of the terms. Content of the response for each request
issued by a public agency was analyzed in order to find out the compliance of the answers tothe
requirements. In this regard, four main categories have been outlined: complete response,
incomplete response, denial and ignorance (this evaluation system is approbated for several
yearsby the Institute for Development of Freedom of Information within the framework of
"Public Information Database"project).
Response categories are defined depending on: a) the content, and b) the response, c) the rights,
responsibilities and restrictions envisaged under current legislation of Georgia. After taking into
consideration all aforementioned, if the information fully meets the request (including the
required information form), it is considered to be complete; partially satisfactory answer –
incomplete; ifthe letter explains the basis for no issuance of information - a reasonable refusal;
and if the letter of response doesn’t touch the requested public information at all - ignorance.
Theresponses divided according to these categories are also grouped as followed: according to
years, actuality, protection of the terms.
Also, it’s worth mentioning that during the statistical research process,the various requirements
(issues) listed in one concrete application for public information requests have been considered as
separate requirements.
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Analysis of Reports dated 10 December of Target Public Agencies within the
Project
According to Article 49 of the General Administrative Code (hereinafter referred to as the GAC),a
public agency is obliged to prepare reports on public information release and submit them to the
Parliament and the Presidentonce a year on December 10 of each year.The content of the GACis
defined under Article 49.It should reflect the number of public information requests, the number
of decisions concerning the satisfaction or refusal to requests, the identity of the person who is a
decision-maker and the information on the legal acts applicable by agencies during decisionmaking process, alsothe data on information processing and issuance, appeal expenses for denial
and court penalties.

Article 49 of General Administrative Code of Georgia.Provision of Report.
On every December 10 Public Institution is liable to present report to the President and
Parliament of Georgia:
a)Information on number of requests of public information and amendments to public information
received by the Public Institution and number of desicions on replies refusal;
b) Information on number of decisions on requests satisfaction or refusal, name of decision making
person, also decisions on closing of Corporate Public Institution’s private session;
c) Information on public data bases;
d) Information on number of violations of this Code terms commit by State employees and on
disciplinary punishment of authorised persons;
e) Information on legal acts, which are adhered by the Public Institution for refusal of provision of
public information or for decision-making of Corporate Public Institution private sessions closing;
f) Information on appeals of desicions on refusal of provision of public information;
g) Information on costs related to the processing and provision of public information by public
institutions, also costs related to the appeal of the of desicions on refusal of provision of public
information or decisions on closing of Corporate Public Institution’s private session, among them on
amounts paid in favour of each of the parties.

The submission of the report envisaged under Article 49 of the GACmakes it possible and easier
tocontrol access to public information not only from the side of government (Parliament and the
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President), but from the side of society as well. "Institute for Development of Freedom of
Information" in view of fulfilling the study of requirements in compliance with Article 49 within
the project, requested reports of December 10 sent by the administrative authorities for 2009,
2010 and 2011 years fro 9 target public agenciess (Ministry of Justice, Government of Ajara and
Ministries of Ajara, StateProcurement and Competition Agency, Chamber of Control, the Public
Service Bureau). Unfortunately, this information was not received from the State Procurement
and Competition Agency.

Ministry of Labour, Health and Social Care of the Autonomus Republic of Ajara
The most thorough report based on the requirement of General Administrative Code of Georgia
was provided by the Ministry of Healthcare and Social Security. The letter was developed
providing all clauses of Article 49. The only issue not envisaged in the Ministry report is the
public data bases processing.

Conclusion
Based on the analysis results it becoms obvious that the majority of the Public Institutions to the
lowest extent consider requirements provided by Article 49 of General Administrative Code of
Georgia during the December 10 report drafting. It could be said each of the agencies prepare
reports in accordance to their own standards. The reports of one particular Public Institution
prepared during the three years period are similar to each other. There are particular clauses
which are replied using standard answers.
Only two of the 7 clauses provided by Article 49 of General Administrative Code of Georgia are
the clauses which are thoroughly answered in all reports examined by the Institute – number of
request on public information and requests on amendments in public information.
The results of 2009-2011 reports have revealed that in general only the number of information
requests is changing and no existent defects are being amended. Information mentioned in the
reports in most cases is not thorough, do not meet the General Administrative Code of Georgia
requirements and thus poorly shows the existent circumstances related to the freedom of
information.
There is an impression that Public Institutions only formally provide reports on freedom of
information and the complete information is not being provided to the higher institutions.
Unfortunately the supervisor institutions also with less seriousness treat the mentioned issues,
since even neither President AdministrationnorParliament react properly on the imperfect
reports, no study provided as well as their adjustment to the law.
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We think that the basic factor causing the mentioned problem is the lack of the report standard
form and the way out of the situation can be the issue of legal act on approvement of such forms
by the Heads of Public Institutions.

Recommendation:
Approvement of December 10 report form by the Heads of Public Institutions based on the
normative administrative legal act.
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Report form approved in accordance to the Article 49 of General Administrative Code of Georgia on provision of
Information accessibility
To the President of Georgia/ Chairman of the Parliament of Georgia

Mr. / Mrs.
Name of Public Institution

a. Information on satisfaction of requests on provision of public information
Total amount of public
information requests

Amount of satisfied requests

Decision making
Government official (Name,
Surname, position)

Costs of information processing and
release

b. Information on dissatisfaction of requests on provision of public information.

Amount of public
information
requestsdissatisfactions

Basis for rejection
(proper legal acts)

Decision making
Government official
(Name, Surname,
position)

Cost related to
appeal

Amounts imposed by
the court for benefit of
appeal party

c. Information on amendments into Public Information.
Amount of requests on
amendments into Public
Information

Decision making Government official (Name,
Surname, position)
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d. Information on Public Information data bases.
List of Public Information data bases

Public Information data bases’ inventory

e. Information on decision made on completion of sessions of Corporate Public Institutions.

Number of decisions made on
completion of sessions of Corporate
Public Institutions

basis for completion of
session – appropriate
legal acts

Cost related to appeal

Amounts imposed by the court for
benefit of appeal party
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f. Information on number of violation of requirements of General Administrative Code of Georgia by Public officials and disciplinary
punishment of responsible person.

Violation of requirements of General
Administrative Code of Georgia by Public
officials

Signature:

disciplinary punishment of person
responsible for violations

Date:
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Ministry of Labour, Health and Social Care 2009‐2011.
In 2009-2011 the Ministry of Labour, Health and Social Care has receives 116 requests on
provision of public information. The most part of requests – 82 questions were sent in 2011.
23 questions were sent in 2010, and only 11 in 2009.
These data partially reflect the real picture of public information accessibility, since the
Ministry of Health, due to the ongoing works in Ministry archives, failed to provide the
thorough information on the Ministry requisites of provided public information. As it
becomes clear from letter of the Ministry of Health of the Autonomous Republic of Ajara
the special public interest is paid to the scientific, cultural and social activities of the
Ministry (in total 21 requests).

Topicality in accordance to the blocks

Budget
ბიუჯეტი
Surplus
fund
სარეზერვო ფონდები
Real
estate
უძრავი ქონება
State
purchases
სახელმწიფო
შესყიდვები
Telecommunications
expenses
სატელეკომუნიკაციო ხარჯები
Official
visits
მივლინებები
Autopark
ავტოპარკი
Staff
შტატი

1
1 2
2
1 2
2
2

2

7

2009
3
8

5

/ rises / bonuses
2
ხელფასები/ Sallaries
დანამატები/პრემიები
Public
information
.. … 2
საჯარო ინფორმაციის release
გაცემის
Website
creation
costs 1
ვებ-გვერდის
შექმნის
ხარჯები
Projects
or programmes.. …
პროექტებთან
ან პროგრამებთან
List of
fulfilled events and
calculations …
6
გატარებული
ღონისძიებების
ჩამონათვალი
Legal
acts
4
სამართლებრივი
აქტები
public
information
5
სხვაOther
საჯარო
ინფორმაცია
Statistical
information
2
სტატისტიკური ინფორმაცია
Cosulting
character
questions 1
საკონსულტაციო
ხასიათის
შეკითხვები

0

2010
2011
2012

14
2

13

3
8
15
5

10

15

20

25

The issues on projects and programmes are also topical no less than others (14 requests). All
requests related to the projects/programmes were replied in 2011. Applicants often request
information on salaries and bonuses of officials and public employees.

Along with other type of information the statistical data on healthcare and social sphere
was requested from the Ministry. But unfortunately during 2009-2011 period among 18
requests only one was thoroughly replied. In the rest cases the applicants are directed to the
website or to the other agencies.
In accordance to the 2009-2011 data the Ministry provided only 51% of complete answers
for requested information. The sufficiently large part of answers – 44% were incomplete,
and 5% were ignored.

Provided information
44%
5%
სრულყოფილი
Complete
არასრულყოფილი
Incomplete
უარი
Rejection
იგნორირება
Ignored

51%

In accordance to the categories the most incomplete answers are given on statistic
information and projects and activities.
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Provided information in accordance to the blocks

Budget 1
ბიუჯეტი
fund
სარეზერვოSurplus
ფონდები

3

Real
estate
უძრავი
ქონება

2

State purchases
სახელმწიფო შესყიდვები

4

1

Telecommunications expenses
სატელეკომუნიკაციო ხარჯები 1 1
Official visits
მივლინებები 1 1
Autopark
ავტოპარკი

5

11

Staff
შტატი

7

Sallaries / rises / bonuses
ხელფასები/ დანამატები/პრემიები

7

Complete
სრულყოფილი
Incomplete
არასრულყოფილი

3

Rejection
უარი

Public information release ..
საჯარო ინფორმაციის გაცემის… 1 1

Ignored
იგნორირება

Website creation costs
ვებ-გვერდის შექმნის ხარჯები 1
Projects or programmes..
პროექტებთან ან პროგრამებთან… 2
List of fulfilled events and calculations
გატარებული ღონისძიებების…
Legal acts
2
სამართლებრივი აქტები
Other public information
სხვა საჯარო ინფორმაცია
Statistical information
სტატისტიკური ინფორმაცია 1
Cosulting character questions
საკონსულტაციო ხასიათის შეკითხვები 1

0

12
10

11

5
11

1
16

5

10

15

20

25

Answers provided by the Ministry of Health on public information requests are unthorough, since
the information is not provided in the request forms. Information applicants are often directed to
the Ministry website or to other agencies. In accordance to the General Administrative Code of
Georgia the person concerned have right to request information and “select the information receipt
form if it is exists in different variations”.

As for the ignored requests, there were 6 such cases identified and among them 3 questions
were related to the officials salaries, raises and bonuses. The decisions on rejection of public
information provision have not been taken during the mentioned period. The Ministry of
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Labour, Health and Social Care has answered the majority of the requests (65%) with
observance of the norms of the first part of Article 40 of the General Administrative Code
of Georgia. But unfortunately the percent rate of answers provided with timeframe
violation is significantly high and comes to 35%.

Information provision terms

39

compliance
ვადების დაცვა
withtimeframes
ვადების დარღვევა
timeframes
violation

35%

74

65%

In accordance to the content of requests the majority of the answers related to the projects,
activities and statistical data were provided timeframes violation.
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Public information requests registry: Ministry of Labour, Helthand Social Careof
Autonomus Republic of Ajara

Ministry of Labour, Helth and Social Care of Autonomus Republic of Ajara
Category of requested

Sub-Category of requested

information

information

1. Budget

1.1. Thorough information on
expenditures of budget allocations.

2. Surplus fund

2.1. Information on amounts
allocated for Public Institutions.

Comments

The first quarter budget was not provided.

2.2.In case of allocated amounts
provision of appropriate legal acts.
2.3. Surplus funds expenditure
report.

3. Real estate

3.1. List of public institution real
estate.
3.2. Market value of of public
institution real estate.

4. State purchases

4.1. Thorough list of executed State
purxhases (announced tenders,
competitions and other type of State
purchases).

4.2. Reports of State purchases.

Readdressing to the other institution.

4.3. Purchase agreements.

5. Telecommunications
expenses

5.1. Information on
telecommunication expenditure of
officials’ phone calls (calls to the
mobile operators, international and
local calls).
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5.2. Employees’ phone calls
expenditure (calls to the mobile
operators, international and local
calls).

6. Official visits

6.1. Information on officials
international and local official and
working visits (separately), visits
expenditure.

No information on expenditure for local and
international visits.

6.2. Employees visits expenditure.

7. Auto park

7.1. List of officials/other HQ
employees vehicles.
7.2. Personal distribution of
officials/other HQ
employeesvehicles.
7.3. Officials fuel actual
consumption.
7.4. Type of fuel consumpted by
Officials.

No information on fuel type is provided.

7.5. Actual expenses of fuel for
employees in the whole system.

Information on duty car is provided, but overall
system expenditure is not given separately.

7.6. Amounts spent from budget for
technical service of Officials’ vehicles
(repair, wear).
7.7. Amounts spent from budget for
technical service of the whole system
vehicles (repair, wear).

8. Staff

8.1. Total number of staff personnel.
8.2. Total number of out‐of‐staff
personnel.
8.3. Officials and public employees’
contact information.
8.4. Name, Surname and contact
information of person liable for
provision of public information.

9. Salaries /

9.1. Amount of officials’ salaries.
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Raises/Bonuses

9.2. Amount of officials’ raises.
9.3. Amount of overall system
salaries.
9.4 Amount of overall system raises.
9.5 Amount of officials’ bonuses.
9.6. Amount of bonuses received by
HQ employees

10. Public information
provision requisites and
public information
registry

10.1. List of the administrative‐legal
acts, which include answers on
provision of public information or
rejection, with information on
requisites (without copies of
documents).

No requisites and no list of legal acts are provided.

10.2. Copy of public registry of public
information or/and electronic
version.

11. Website creation
costs

11.1. Public information on expenses
related to the creation of institution
official website (if any).

12. Information related
to the projects and
programmes

12.1. List of executed projects (social,
target, research, scientific.
educational, aimed at different
spheres).
12.2. Information on ongoing and
planned projects.

Only the website address is given in the Ministry
answer.

12.3. Amounts spent on each project.

12.4. Reports on executed projects.

Only the website address is given in the Ministry
answer.

13. List of fulfilled
events and calculation

13.1. List of executed activities
(advertising, cultural, educational,
scientific, and socialand etc.).

of expenditures
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13.2. Amounts spent for each
activity.
13.3. Information on planned
activities.

Only the website address is given in the Ministry

13.4. Information on executed

Only the website address is given in the Ministry

activities (advertising, cultural,

answer.

answer.

educational, scientific, social and
etc.) provided in the reports.
Readdressing to the Ministry website and other

14. Legal acts

agency;

15. Other public
information

15.1. Information on the Ministry
subordinated institutions and Public
Law Legal Entities.
15.2 Information on Non‐
entrepreneur non‐commercial
LegalEntities established by the
Ministry.
15.3. Information on ecomigrants;

In answer to the request, which is related to the
amounts of the aid of natural disaster victimsfrom
the budget, it is said that assistance is provided in
accordance to the legislation.

15.4. Information on number of
employees using reimbursable and
non‐reimbursable vacations;
15.5. Dates of going to and returning
from the vacations.

16. Statistical
information

16.1. Number of died new‐born
children in 2006‐2009, with provision
of cause of death.

Readdressing to the other agency and mentioning
website.

16.2. By the 2006 data the number of
families resided in Batumi
sanatorium before its selling.
13.3. Number of medical institutions,

In the Ministry answer on request of statistical

in particular hospitals,outpatient

information on healthcare and social sphere the

clinics, emergencies, sanitation

applicant is readdressed to the other institution.

center, their list and form of
property of each of them.
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16.4. Number of doctors and medical
personal working in medical
institutions, in particular
hospitals,outpatient clinics,
emergencies, sanitation center.
16.5. Number of gynecology units,
antenatal clinics and pediatricunits in
medical institutions.
16.6. Number of emergency vehicles.
16.7.Number of beds in hospitals.
16.8.List of medical institutions
placed in operation in 2006‐2010.
16.9.Villages and settlements needed
medical institutions to be built in
2006‐2010.
16.10.Number of medical institutions
rehabilitated in2006‐2010.
Rehabilitation cost.
16.11.General diseases extended in
municipalities.
16.12. Number of amortized and to
be rehabilited medical institutions in
2006‐2010.Area.
16.13. Number of pensioners in
2006‐2010, among them working
pensioners (separately).
16.14.Number of persons getting
social aid in 2006‐2010, categories;
16.15. Namber of residents and
families live poorly.
16.16.Number of children's homes,
asylums and freedining-hall.
16.17.Number of charitable
organizations and unions of persons
with disabilities.
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17. Consulting
character question

17.1.Do the persons who have hart
different deseases belong the
permanentpensions.

Results of focused discussions
“Institute for Development of Freedom of Information development” in order to provide proper
research in the frame of the project has organized focused discussions with representatives of
NGOs and mass-media. The discussion was aimed on information and experience exchange in
the sphere of public information request, analysis of practices on request of public information
from target Public Institutions and identification of subjects bearing interest and which are the
most required in the society.
Meetings were held as with citizens of Batumi as well as with Tbilisi city. Meetings were
attended by representatives of active NGOs, internet and printed media, also journalists of
Monitor Studio, who have very reach practice of information request and in the frame of their
professional activities are very active in public information request from G3 partner
institutions.
As it was defined through the discussions among the target institutions, in particular Ministry
of Justice and Chamber of Control, public information request practice is not unaffected, since
information provision often depend on request content. On one part Ministry of Justice always
provides information in proper timeframes and refined figures, but on other part if the
requests are related to the “Sensitive” subjects, such as bonuses or visits, information getting
becomes complicated. The same practice we have in regards to the information request from
the Chamber of Control. Media representatives in written form often apply to the Chamber of
Control for provision of information, and by their opinion it is advisable that the list of
institutions controlled by the Chamber of Control would be published at the website. This
would enable journalists to request documents of specific institution that will facilitate and
ease receipt of information. Also the budget implementation balance should be published on
the public institutions official websites.
As NGOs’ representatives assert it is easy to get information from theCompetition and State
Procurement Agency, also the quality of informational transparency of official website of
agency is very high. But journalists still have in written to request operative and annual
purchase reports provided by the public institutions. The only recommendation made by
discussion participants relates to the timely release of legislative changes on the website of
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Competition and State Procurement AgencyAccording to the jurnalists’ oppinion, it is easy to
get information from the Pulic Service Bureau. However the oppinions of regional and central
media on Government of Ajara Autonomus republic are different. According to Batumi media
service opinion it is often difficult to get thorough information from governmental
establishment of theAutonomous Republic of Ajara, but by the opinion of NGOs and mass
media performing their professional activities in Tbilisi information is being provided by the
governmental establishment of Autonomous Republic of Ajara with strict adherence to the
appropriate norms.
In regards to the subject of requested information the most often NGOs and media
representatives are interested with budget purposeful expenditures and information of
financial type. Information on surplus funds, purchases, staff, budget, salaries, bonuses, social
programmes, projects, visits, communication and auto park expenditures, also legal acts is also
frequently requested.
During the meeting NGOs and media representatives have in generally discussed the existent
problems and which hamper they during information request as from public institutions as
well as from courts. Timeframes defined by the administrative code are very often violated.
Public institutions often need 10 days for provision of simple information. Sometimes
receivedanswers are inappropriate and do not meet the specific requirements. Readdressing to
the websites is also very often. All aforementioned once again emphasize the necessity of
public information proactive publishing at the official websites.
List of information, which accessibility and publishing at the institutions websites is necessary
by journalists and NGOs opinion is very wide and includes the following questions:
1. Programme budget execution balance;
2. Information on legislative amendments (Purchase Agency);
3. List of institutions examined by the Chamber of Control;
4. Agreements executed based on the negotiations with one person;
5. Agreements executed on property sold by auction;
6. Agreements on privatization of large objects;
7. Identity of stockholders possessing vote rights in Joint Stock Companies;
8. Information on sub-contractors in case of negotiations with one person;
9. International agreements executed by Georgian side;
10. President decrees and orders;
11. Information on non-entrepreneur non-commercial legal entities budget expenditures;
Media representatives think that government sessions should be open for them.
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Recommendations
As a result of statistical and content analysis of public information requested from 9 target
public institutions (Government of AjaraAutonomous Republic, Ministry of Finances and
Economics of AjaraAutonomous Republic, Ministry of Agriculture of AjaraAutonomous
Republic,

Ministry of Labour,Health and Social Careof AjaraAutonomous Republic,

Ministry of Education, Culture and Sports of AjaraAutonomous Republic, Ministry of
Justice of Georgia, Chamber of Control of Georgia, Public Service Bureau, Competition and
State procurement Agency) and provided by the respective agencies in 2009, 2010, 2011
and several times in 2012, the specific questions have been revealed, which bear particular
interest for the society, and based on what the appropriate recommendations were
developed for the aforementioned public institutions. Provided that the fuflilment of
liabilities defined by the 3rd part of General Administarive Code of Georgia is evenly
required for all active administative agencies of Georgia, below you can find the general
recomendations, which are based on the common tendencies revealed through the detailed
analysis of activities of the mentioned 9 agencies and which evenly relate to all public
institutions. Moreover these recomendation can be extended to those public institutions,
which were not considered in the research target group.

Proactive publishing of public information
It should be mentioned that in the frame of the research Ministry of Finance of the
Autonomus Republic of Ajara is the one of 9 analysed institutions, which index of
thorougly provided information during 2009-2011 period come only to 18%. In 5 cases
thororufh answeres indexes were high enough – 87%-98%. Dispite that this information
this indexes are showing promises, we have to anticipate that provision of each separate
answer to the particular request, especialy the timely answers, require expenditure of
financial and time recources. For example, the index of timely provided answers by Public
Service Bureau is 45%, but Ministry of Finance of the Autonomus Republic of Ajara has not
responded to a single request with adherance to the proper timeframes. It is true that in
Public Institutions there are particular persons authorised for provision of public
information, but due to the internal bureaucracy, registration procedure of recieved and
outgoing letters, search of appropriate information and the process of provision of final
answer often require more than one day and involvement of more than one person. As an
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example, in 2009 Public Service Bureau has wasted 60 full working days only for answers
on requiemens related to the property declarations. During three months – September,
October and November – almost each day they had to work on received requests on
provision of public information. Besides this only unique days were calculated – for
example, the request was received on September 7 and the answere was provided on
Sptember 9, but the second request was received on September 8 and the answer was
provided on September 9, the days, which were overlaped (September 8 and 9), were
calculated only one time, however practically the working load would be much larger
durin these days. If we simply separately put tugether the days spent for all requests (not
envisaging calendar days), this indesx will increase two and tree times, since the cases when
answeres to more than one requests had to be provided during the short period, are very
friquent.
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Since 2010, when Public Service Bureau has switched to the property declarations
electronic system, the munber of requests was reduced from 570 (in 2009) to 149. This is
the one of the pirfect examples if how can proactive publishing of public information
simplify the functioning of public institutions.
Reasoning from the aforesaid, it is desirable if public institutions, before receiving of the
requests, would proactively publish the information, which potentially may bear interest
and importance for the society. During the research based on the detailed analysis the basic
categories of the information can be defined which are the most important and essential in
case of the mentioned 9 public institutions.
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 Public institution financial transperancy and accountability – in most cases, the
requested information is related to the administrative expenses of public institutions,
the awareness of what is essential for society in order to informed on the management
of public recources. Such information basicly contains, but is not limited the following
categories:
o

Information on budget (budget execution balance, amendments to the budget, non-

budget receipts and etc.);
o

Information on surplus funds(amounts withdrawen from the surplus funds, assets

financed by the withwrawen amounts, accounts of stand-by funds expenditures, copies of
the appropriate legal acts and etc.);
o

Information of State procurement(list of fulfilled procurements, amounts spent in each

single procurement, procurement plans, information on legal entities and/or individual
enterprenuirs won in state procurements, copies of the executed agreements, reports on
execution of tender agreements and etc.);
o

Information on telecommunication expenditures (amounts spent for phone

conversations by officials, overall system, phones procurement expenditures and etc.);
o

Information on visits related expenditures (information on official visits, amounts for

visits according to the years and etc.);
o

Information on autopark expenditures(number of registered vehicles, dates of

procurement, price, funding source, procurement form, list of vehicles assigned for
officials/Administration other employees and their personal distribution, fuel actual
expenditures, type of consumpted fuel, fuel monthly limits, amounts spent from budget for
technical service, source of financing of each purchased vehivle, origin of disposable vehicle
and etc.);
o

Information on salaries, raises and bonuses(Officials’ salaries, raises and bonuses,

amounts quartely spent for employees salaries, raisea and bonuses, staff rate of wages,
amounts allocated for bonuses fund and etc.);
o

Information on public institutions’ real estate(List of real estate and cost, sold objects,

address, sale terms and doccumentation, information on objects handed over by the
simbolic price, information on disposal, selling of handed over objects and etc.);
o

Information on credit and debit liabilities–liability origin dateand cause of origin, with

appropriate documents;
o

Othe type of expenses(information on gifts, expenses of official reception and etc.).
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Information on public institution–society is ofteninterested with such statistical

information, which is related to the activities of public institution. The proactive
publication of such information on website will avoid institution from superfluous requests
on the following standard question:
o

Information on staff employed in public institution(total number of staff and out of

staff personnel, list of personnel according to the positions, employees contact details,
information on rules of staff selection and conducted competitions, information on paid
vacations – persons identity, vacations time, period, amount of payments and etc.);
o

Information on structural units subordinated to the public institution(structural units,

List of Public Law Legal and Non-enterprenuir non-commercial Lega Entities, status and
duties, appropriate legal acts, which provide functions of structural unit (name of act,
issuing entity, date of issue and number), list of subbordinated entities, addresses and names
of managment board, information on registered Non-enterprenuir non-commercial Lega
Entities (number, list of legal entities, including name of chief, address, phone and website
and etc.)
o

Here is to be separately mentioned if what structural unit is liable to provide public

information defined by General Administrative Code of Georgia and contact information of
the mentioned structural unit. Names, Surnames and contact details of persons liable for
provision of public information.


Information on public institutions’ projects and activities–society often interested with

ongoing and executed projects and activities that demonstrates public institution activities
and management of badget amounts allocated for these activities. It is preferable if public
institution would publish at the official website the detailed information on ongoing,
executed and planned projects and activities. In particular, the following type of
information:
o

Information onpublic institution ongoing, executed aand planned projects(social,

targem, research, scientific, educational projectsand projects directed on development of
one or another spheres, list of the projects, amounts spent for each project,copies of project
documents, information on project development and date of approvement, information on
target programmes to be executed this year, information on ongoing and planned projects,
reports on executed projects, programme starting date and etc.);
o

Information on institution’s ongoing, executed and planned activities (list executed

advertising, cultural, educational, scientific, social and other activities, amounts spent for
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each activity, copies of activities’ calculations related documents, financing sources of
ongoing activities, copies of appropriate documents and etc.).


Information on legal acts- society is ofteninterested with official documents of public

institution, such as orders, regulations, decisions, legal and financial documents of executed
works, cooperation memorandums and other legal documents.


Public information requests renewable registry –it is desirable if public institution

publish public information registry at website–information on received requests and
provided answeres, list of administrative-legal acts, which provide answer on provision of
public information or answering rejection, with indication of requesites and etc. Publiching
of information which reduce number of multiple induvidual requests on one particular
issue and will save public institution recourses.


Advisory questions – often asked questions –public institutions are often applied not

only for provision of public information but also for advisory questions, such as notes on
agreement execution and etc. It is to be mentioned that public institution often aften
thorougly answer such questions. But in order to save public institution time, human and
finacial recpurces it is desirable that such information to be published on the website as an
often asked questions(Frequently Asked Questions - FAQ).
Avoidance of inadequate answers
As a result of research there was found that anough large number of inadequate answers.
For example, only 18% of answeres provided by the Ministry of Finance and Economics of
the Autonomus Republic of Ajara thoroughly correspond the requested information. When
the public institution does not completely provide the required public information, in case
of answer provided it is not considered as a thorough. Thus it is desirable if public
institution provide comlete answer to the requested public information, and the aswer on
rejection of provision should be appropriately justified.
Also readdressing to the websites is very often instead of invormation provision, which also
does not represent the thorough answer, since according to the Article 37 of the General
Administrative Code of Georgia, “everyone has right to request public information despoite
its phisical form or storage and select the form of public information receipt”. It is desirable
if public institution provide public information in the rewuested form, but if it is not
possible it is to justify own activity. It is to be mentioned that proactive publishing does
notgive grounds for public institution to readdress public information requests to the
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website. In this case proactive publishing only reduces number of potential requests, since
in the future person concerned with the public information first will visit website and if it
is not published only in this case they will request it from the public institution.

Provision of public information in proper timeframes
According to the Article 40 of teh General Administrative Code of Georgia, “Public
Institution is liable to provide public information immediately or no later than in 10 days, if
the answer requires:
a) search and processing of information from its regional structural units or othe public
institutions;
b) search and processing of irrelevant large separate documents;
c) consultancies with its regional structural units or othe public institutions.
If provision of public information requires 10 days period, public institution is liable to
inform requesting person about it”.
In 55% of answers provided by Public Service Bureau 10 days period term was violated
according to the Article 40 of teh General Administrative Code of Georgia. It is desirable if
public information would provided immediately or at list in 10 days period.

Ignored and rejected issues
The index of cases, when particular issues in public information request are totaly ignored
by the public institutions vary betwee 1-8%. But in two cases this indexes are very high –
20% of such questions are ignored by the Government of the Autonomus Republic of Ajara
and 58% in case of Ministry of Finance of the Autonomus Republic of Ajara. It is desirable
if public institutions study all requests more precisely and provide thorough answers for all
questions. In case if public institution is unable to provide public information the rejection
should be appropriately justified with references to the appropriate legal acts.
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